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November 2, 2020  

Allocation of Questions during Question Period,   

Dear Colleagues,   

I am following up on an issue that I first raised with all of you on January 17, 2020. Since then, I 
have had a number of conversations with each of you, and with the new Conservative House 
Leader, M. Gérard Deltell. Our conversations are always cordial. No party House leader has 
offered any defence to the unfair situation in which we find ourselves. There is a tendency for 
each party to suggest the objections lie elsewhere.  

The issue remains the deep unfairness of denying any Green MP, or any Independent MP, any 
opportunity to pose a question on the day now seen as the Prime Minister’s question day, 
Wednesday.  

The collusion of bigger parties to shut out the smallest party is quite egregious. In the years 
from when I was first elected in 2011 until fall of 2019, as a Green MP, I was part of a rotation 
which occasionally allowed me a Wednesday question. Since the resumption of parliament 
following the 2019 election, despite Green candidates receiving nearly as many votes across 
Canada as the Bloc Quebecois received, not one Green MP – nor any Independent MP - has 
been allowed to pose a single question on a Wednesday.  

This could be easily remedied. If each one of the other parties agreed to surrender one question 
spot in rotation on a Wednesday, one Green MP- or Independent MP - could pose a   



question. In this way, each of the larger parties (Liberal, Conservative, Bloc Quebecois, and  
New Democrat) would accept a negligible impact on the number of questions allocated to their 
caucuses. This is fair.  

We have been patient. We have been waiting long enough. Please undertake to resolve  
this issue by the end of November.  

Respectfully yours,  

 

Elizabeth May, O.C.  
Member of Parliament  
Saanich-Gulf Islands  
Parliamentary Leader of the Green Party of Canada  

 
Jenica Atwin  
Member of Parliament   
Fredericton   

 
Paul Manly  
Member of Parliament  
Nanaimo-Ladysmith  
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